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CHAIN 

A Dialogue ARTISTS I N  CHAIN R m c n o N  SHARE RUBE GoLDBERG1s FASCINATION WITH AND DISTRUST 

OF THE MECHANISMS THAT HAVE LED TO INCREASING AUTOMATION AND HUMAN RELIANCE ON MACHINES. RELATING 

THESE FUNCTIONS TO THOSE OF THE BODY, MANY OF THE ARTISTS SEEK TO EXPOSE SYSTEMS THAT STRUCTURE OUR 

PHYSICAL SELVES, OUR DESIRES, AND THE WORLD WE CREATE AROUND US. IN AN EFFORT TO CREATE A TEXT THAT 

WOULD REFLECT THE THEMES OF THE EXHIBITION, I INVITED THE ARTISTS TO PARTICIPATE IN AN ON-LINE DIALOGUE 

ABOUT THE PROJECT, FROM A VARIETY OF LOCATIONS WE WOULD USE MACHINES TO HELP CONSTRUCT OUR DISCUS- 

SION. OUR CONVERSATION WOULD BUILD ITSELF THROUGH A SERIES OF REACTIONS AND RESPONSES. 

FOR SEVERAL WEEKS WE EXPLORED RUBE GOLDBERG'S WORK AND HIS IDEAS, ADDRESSING DIFFERENT WAYS 

I N  WHICH THEIR WORK INTERSECTED OR DIVERTED FROM RUBE'S CARTOONS. THE DIALOGUE BEGAN WITH JEANNE 

SILVERTHORNE WHOSE SITE-SPECIFIC INSTALLATION GREETED VISITORS TO BOTH MUSEUMS, SHE STARTED WITH A 

DESCRIPTION OF HER SCULPTURE, LEADING US THROUGH HER EXQUISITE CONFLATION OF MACHINE AND BODY. 

ARTISTS ADDED TO THE DIALOGUE WITH RESPONSES THAT TOUCH O N  PSYCHOLOGY, BIOLOGY, HISTORY, PHYSICS, 

POLITICS, AND SLAPSTICK HUMOR. A COMMON INTEREST IN THE MACHINE-BODY CONNECTION EMERGED-A NOTION 

ALSO FOUND IN RUBE'S SEEMINGLY HELPFUL APPENDAGES. 

TRYING TO BUILD THE DIALOGUE BECAME MUCH LIKE TRYING TO CREATE A RUBE GOLDBERG INVENTION, 

AND IN TURN DIDN'T ALWAYS WORK AS PLANNED. THE ONLINE CONVERSATION, WITH ITS UNEXPECTED TECHNICAL 

DIFFICULTIES, TOOK THE LONG WAY AROUND WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A MUCH SIMPLER TASK. THE PAGES THAT FOL- 

LOW OFFER AN EDITED VERSION OF OUR DISCUSSION. 



~ e i m  Snyder My contribution to the exhibition is a n  animation In two ver- 
sions. Each version has a site of its own. The first will be Imbedded within the exhibition cat- 

alogue as  a flipbook; the second will be cast into the gallery a s  a cell animation loop. The title 
of this work is Tealgo, which is an  out dated psychiatric term for extreme sexual attraction. I 

came across it in a sex education manual from the 40's; (I collect how to books and Popular 

Mechanics magazines of the post World War Two era). 

My earliest encounter with Goldberg's cartoons was in the Philadelphia Inquirer news- 

paper. I was very young and they did not have much currency for me then. I was attracted to 
the transgressive animation work of Tex Avery, and Max and Dave Fleischer, particularly the 

early Popeyes and Betty Boops. Later on I was receiving comments over my drawings that 

Included references to Goldberg, that is to say his name was used as  a n  adjective for a partic- 

ular state of consciousness in my work. This comment has always puzzled me and more often 
than not feels like avoidance. I mean there a re  all sorts of sexual content in my heaps of crap 

and I don't think Rube Goldberg would find any form of flattery by association. The two days 

I spent looking a t  his work firsthand In the Williams College Museum of Art archives was an  

awakening for me. I was struck by the archaic slang in the text and the repressed eroticism 
underneath his conservative social and political commentary. Aesthetically I was very intrigued 

with his invented hardware that held the contraptions together. These artifacts in the drawings 

seemed a s  punctuation marks within the devices. They felt less static and far more provoca- 
tive that the other elements. I came away from this experience a little perplexed over how 

Goldberg's opus has fermented into a classification for proposed futility. TenlgO is not proposed 
futility. The animation is a cycle of a type of sexual attraction and the result is screwing and 

death. For myself the use of the archaic, tenigo, is a nod to Goldberg's era a s  well as  a n  oppor- 
tunity to update his canon to full on lust1 

J O ~ ~ S O ~ U ~ I I  I have to admit although I had heard his name before I hadn't seen any 

of his drawings until just recently. Although when I saw the drawings it felt as if I had seen them before, 

because they looked so familiar-maybe from all the ACME invention kits from the Road Runner cartoons 

that I watched as a kid ... or any other such toy like thingy jigs. I will be creating a wall painting with relief 
of cardboard and string. The piece is called Physical Plant and is something of an autonomous organica 

meets mechanica apparatus. The original insight for this piece came from plaques that I saw in numer- 

ous elevators while visiting the campus of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville bearing the words 
"Physical Plant," I knew right away I would do something with the image it conjured. 

I was teaching at  the time and feeding my students sources that have inspired me including a 

range of images and readings from Architecture and Biology to Physics and Psychology. Having this 



Goldberg, I think of something more along the lines of a political cartoon. I'm very happy to be 

associated with political cartoons and not so happy to be associated with mechanisms. I'd rather be 
a cartoon myself than a robot, I guess. 

JOVI, YOU MENTIONED THE IDEA OF MAKING SOMETHING ORGANIC MECHANICAL, OR PLAYING WITH A 

HYBRID OF BOTH. MANY ARTISTS IN CHAIN REACTION ARE ENGAGED WITH THIS COMBINATION. SIMILARLY, MANY OF 

RUBE'S DRAWINGS INCLUDE BODY EXTENSIONS THAT BUILD OFF THE MAIN CHARACTER. DO YOU START WITH AN 

ORGANIC BODY OR THE MACHINE? WHAT ABOUT THE HYBRID IS INTERESTING TO YOU? 

f e d  Sahmll I'm interested in creating forms which draw on both the organic and me- 
chanic simultaneously, by blending the confluences of shape, their functions start to slip in and out of one 
another and give way to a kind of fusion of metaphor. Sensory devices, scanners, probes, vehicular forms col- 

lecting information, relay transmissions, detection instruments ... all tasking away as extensions for the wish- 
es of the human body. I'm fascinated, humored by and suspect of these human inventions-particularly ones 
that derive their templates for applications from organic systems. It makes me curious then if this expression 

of fusion that I seek between the organic and the mechanic isn't a kind of attempt or aim a t  some kind of mod- 
ern day portraiture ... a body that is physically adapting to the technology that itself is manifesting. Generally 

speaking I suppose I create works from a kind of awe of this evolution. 

Dean Snsder It is Interesting that you bring up portraiture Jovi. I am quite preoc- 
cupied with the idea that portraiture a s  an  act necessitates the invention of a new body. I often turn 

to Collodi's Pinocchio a s  a n  example of where I am coming from on this issue. The moment of fusion 
occurs when in Geppetto's extreme emotional condition he is compelled to satisfy his yearning by 
making a child from a piece of firewood. The resultant object is a haywire life form void of morals 

or social consciousness. In my work I consider the heaps of crap as  portraits a s  debris. I have always 

found the transgressive and pathetic nature of debris exhilarating, and sometimes noble. This may 

be a slight diversion from the point of Goldberg's project but I do think that those devices are  a new 
body of sorts. They are  the people reminding you to take out the trash, mail a letter or the moth- 
e r  that  cools off your food and dresses you for school etc. In many ways they are  really quite post 

human as  proposed bodies in Professor Butts world. I also think Collodi was the original post 
humanist. Between the lines of his text lies a social and political commentary a s  well a s  a pro- 
found understanding a s  to what drives humans to portraiture. 

Arthur UIHUOH Regarding extensions to the body-(perhaps a little tangential to your 
comment as I am not referring to things directly attached to the body) I am very aware of how physical 

references to one's body serve as entry points for association and dreaming on the part of the viewer. 
They can be subtle but are very strong. Sometimes I use 'human' body parts (so far just doll's heads) 
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body, like a shoe at the end of a stick, are dis-articulated and become a remnant of a human being 

pressed into service as a machine. 

Dean Snyder Steven, your observation on the social body versus the individual 

body is interesting. I do think that there is definitely a social body that emerges through the scat- 

tered elements of Goldberg's devices. Given the circumstances of the times, particularly in popular 

culture, I wonder how Influenced he was by Buster Keaton. There is always a second or even third 

body Inferred in Keaton's characters and his commentary is attached to this detached social body 

as it is tussled and hurled through the film. Keaton built a legacy upon elegantly choreographed 

catastrophes and for the most part this is what the public saw. Like Keaton I believe that underneath 

the slapstick edifice of Goldberg's devices there is a very sharp comment being swaged. It may be 
Inappropriate to bring this up but having spent some time with the collection of work in the archives 

I was quite bowled over at the quantum changes in his style of cartooning and approaches to layout 

over the course of his career. His allegiance was not to style but to an ideology that was under attack 
by the forces of change. We as  a group seem to be focused on the later works, the ones that have 

become imbedded in the vernacular American psyche. But there are loads and loads of cartoons prior 

to these, somewhat forgotten, that comprise a Codex of sorts. In there one can easily see that he had 

very strong and quite conservative views concerning social behavior between men and women, women 

in the work place, art  and politics. To my mind this is where his social body lies and the slapstick 

functioned as  a second skin over this social body. These late works were velvet hammers. 

JEANNE SILVERTHORNE AND DIANA COOPER BOTH SUGGEST THAT MECHANICAL SYSTEMS REMIND US OF OUR PHYSICAL 

BODIES. I THINK OUR PSYCHOLOGY IS ALSO VERY MUCH AT WORK IN THE REVEALING PROCESS. JEANNE BRINGS UP MEM-  

ORY, WHAT OTHER FEARS AND DREAMS EXIST I N  MECHANISMS? 

Jeanne s i t v e ~ t k o r w  I think the connection between machine and body is pret- 
ty clear here. Perhaps all technology is an attempt to preserve the body from wear and tear, 
from decay. (In this sense, slaves, or other bodies, were early technologies.) In other words, the 
ultimate aim of technology is to secure immortality for us. Maybe that's why Rube 
machines-so inefficient, so overly elaborate-captivate us. For rather than helping us to per- 
fectibility they are themselves invaded by human frailty-more than invaded by-fallibility is 
their impetus. They consequently perform the useful, even valorous, work of de-sublimation, 
of remembering. In fact, they enact a literal re-member-ing, recognized as such precisely 
because the assemblage is so patched, the elements so mis-matched, reminding us of the 
body's partite nature and questioning the basis of our belief in our wholeness. In a way, 
Rube's machines inform us, as Lacan does, that our faith in our bodily wholeness is 
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founded on an early misapprehension, for Lacan, epitomized when the infant, held by a 
caretaker before the mirror, sees itself from the outside for the first time. The child finally 
understands itself as  physically separate but borrows an autonomy for that separateness 
from the adult with whom it shares the mirror and on whom it is still almost complete- 
ly dependent. So to be reminded of our a s  we are by these ridiculous contrap- 
tions, is to be returned to the time before the misprision, to the time when we infants 
could see ourselves only as a collection of limbs and digits and orifices and protuber- 
ances, unable to distinguish between our own and those of our caretakers. In a way, the 
machine sinks us once again 'in our nursling dependency." And although this is a kind 
of regression, it is also a healthy momento mori. For all their farcicality, Rube 
Goldberg's systems are reality checks. 

-man de 8azwo This discussion of  limbs and mirrors reminds me of  a fasci- 

nating cure fo r  phantom limb syndrome invented by the  neuroscientist V.S.  Ramachandran. 

Phantom limb syndrome is a condition suf fered by amputees in which they experience intense 

pain in their missing limbs. The syndrome suggests the  profound depth of  our belief in t he  

wholeness of  our bodies, regardless of what our rat ional mind te l l s  us. As I understand it, 

Ramachandran's t rea tment  involves the  positioning of  mirrors in such a way as t o  c reate  the  

appearance of  a limb in t he  place of  t he  missing limb by showing the  ref lect ion of  the  cor-  

responding exist ing limb. With t he  illusion of  a limb, t he  pat ien t  exercises i t s  existing limb 

and sees a limb moving where it consciously knows there  is none. Regardless, somewhere in 

the  mind, this image registers as proof t h a t  t he  painful cramp is being worked out. And the  

pain goes away because somewhere deep in the  brain, through the  illusion of  bodily whole- 

ness; t he  body is allowed t o  do what t he  mind likes it t o  do. 

My sense is t h a t  belief in t he  wholeness of t he  body is fundamental t o  our being t o  the  

point of  transcending belief, i f  t h a t  is possible. I f  we are fascinated by machines as a l te r -  

native bodies, it might be because o f  a deep-seated feeling of  horror over t he  idea, which . 

I think t he  subconscious regards as a form of violence. Remember when, as children, the  

f i r s t  t ime we ever saw somebody with a prosthet ic  limb? 

Dean Snsder You know Jeanne, one of  m y  motives for moving f rom static 

images toward animation was the desire to locate some subconscious behavioral traits a t  work 

beneath m y  subjects. Motion made sense to me, as it required this invisible apparatus to make 

it work, a machine wi th in the body. Making the conscious decision to zoetrope objects was not 

dif'ficult; however making them appear to have desires was another matter altogether. I was 

shooting for  the sensation that these l i fe forms had just emerged and their movements awk- 
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ward; they were lonely and groping for an identity. So I was definitely developing the story- 

line engaging human frailties as  the armature from which I could hang these gloms of debris. 

My goal was to breed debris with dependencies. 

I suppose I should qualify what I mean by debris. In the context of this exhibition it would 

be the stuff that falls out when the action is over or the contraption fails and falls to bits. Natty 
details, I get big thrills and deep pleasure from the natty details in the aftermath. Aftermath is 

a central subject in my viewpoint that human intervention upon nature has amplified and 

enhanced an already enormous beautiful chaotic mess 

Martin Serial* I do not want to discount the body-or how physicality plays an 

important role in Goldberg's drawings, but I would like to propose that this physical aspect is a man- 

ifestation of emotional desire. For example, in Rube's drawing Getting Rid of an Unwanted Guest 

the physical set-up is very loose. In fact, it is truly impossible for that specific chain of events to 

occur. The structure just does not have the physics or engineering behind it (let alone predicting how 

animals will act or react). But physics and engineering-or animal psychology for that matter-is not 

what Goldberg is about. I say this next part boldly, and without any research; to him physical is fan- 

tasy. And that fantasy belongs to the id. 
In the teen party game "post office," a group of teens sits in a circle. One person-let's call 

him Ian-whispers to the person next to him "I like Monica." That person in turn whispers that 

message to the next person in line, and so forth. Due to embarrassment, titillation, or laughter the 

message that finally gets to Monica may sound like "I lick Harmonica." In this case the physical 
chain does not work, as Ian would maybe like. It breaks at certain weak links. So even though he 

both fears and desires that this message gets through (and they get married and have two kids) the 

physical foils the id. In Preston Sturges' film "Unfaithfully Yours" Rex Harrison's orchestra conduc- 

tor character thinks his younger wife is having an affair with his handsome assistant. His jealousy 

creates a desire to punish her. He fantasizes about this as he brilliantly conducts his orchestra. The 

first fantasy involves her murder and the framing of his assistant for that murder. It is a physically 

complicated fantasy that when flawlessly executed satiates his desire. But when he attempts this 

plan later that evening he cannot overcome his physical limitations. The murder does not occur and 

the frame-up fails. But Goldberg does not fail. His pen draws bootstrapped engineered contraptions 

that work the first time and every time. He, a sort of misanthropic Walter Mitty, is always in con- 

trol. Skirting small social rules by using devices that distance him from unpleasant situations, he 

fulfills his desire to see the world rid of boorish people and other nuisances. 

Diana cooper One of my desires was to make a machine that bleeds. In The Big 
Red One I intentionally chose a very saturated red because it was visceral and suggested the interi- 
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ctia Rub* Goldbwg and Contemporary Art looks to the 
f n i s t  Reuben Lucius Goldberg (1883-1970) to set the 

n contemporary artists engaged with humorous explo- 

hanical devices and functions. Born of a fascination with 

... .J structures and vaudeville comedy, Rube Goldberg's legacy in- 

cludes thousands of drawings and descriptions of fantastic machines that 

celebrated the long way around a simple task. Chain Reaction combines 

works from the Williams College Museum of Art's collection of original 

Rube Goldberg material with new site-specific installations, painting, video, 

and sculpture by a group of artists whose work returns to rudimentary 

processes and logical organization. Exhibited together in o museum for 

the first time, Rube Goldberg's drawings, which have delighted genera- 

tions, and recent artworks raise stirring questions about the role of the 

mechanical in today's increasingly electronic age, 

Chain Reaction: Rub* Goldkrg and Contemporary Art doc- 

uments on exhibition organized by the Williams College Museum of An in 

collaboration with the Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery at 

Skidmore College by Ian Berry, Curator of the Tang Museum. The cata- 

lague features a new poem by Lawrence Raab, a flip book by artist Dean 

Snyder, and a dialogue with the artists moderated by Ian Berry. 
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